The frontal pursuit area (FPA) contains neurons that are directionally selective for pursuit eye-movements. We found that FPA neurons discriminate target from distracter too late to account for pursuit directional selection. Rather, the timing of neuronal discrimination is linked to pursuit onset, suggesting a role in motor execution. We also found buildup of activity of FPA neurons prior to pursuit onset that correlated with eye acceleration. These results show that the FPA is unlikely to be involved in selection of initial pursuit direction, but could be involved in motor preparation by increasing pursuit gain prior to pursuit onset.
Introduction
Primates use smooth eye movements to track moving objects in the world, and these eye movements are driven by target motion (Rashbass, 1961) . Most models of the pursuit system (e.g., Lisberger, Morris, & Tychsen, 1987; Robinson, Gordon, & Gordon, 1986) account for pursuit of single targets, but primates are quite capable of selecting a moving target in the presence of distracter motion (Ferrera & Lisberger, 1995 . The neural mechanisms involved in the selection of a pursuit direction are not yet known.
Spatial target selection in the primate brain is fairly well understood. A series of recording, microstimulation, and inactivation experiments have demonstrated that activity in the superior colliculus is important for the selection of targets for saccades (Carello & Krauzlis, 2004; Dorris, Olivier, & Munoz, 2007; Horwitz & Newsome, 1999; Krauzlis & Dill, 2002; McPeek & Keller, 2002) and smooth pursuit (Carello & Krauzlis, 2004; Krauzlis & Dill, 2002) . The frontal eye fields (FEF) have also been implicated in saccadic target selection. Firing rate variability in FEF movement neurons is correlated with the latency of saccades . Additionally, FEF neurons can discriminate a salient visual target from a distracter in the absence of a saccade, suggesting that they, like the superior colliculus, may play a more generalized role in target selection (Schall, Hanes, Thompson, & King, 1995) .
Spatial target selection yields information about a location of interest. But the function of smooth pursuit is to match eye motion to target motion (Krauzlis & Lisberger, 1994; Lisberger et al., 1987; Rashbass, 1961; Robinson et al., 1986) . Although the primate SC and the FEF contain neurons responsive to motion (Barborica & Ferrera, 2003; Krauzlis, 2004) , neither structure appears to contain a representation of motion direction sufficient to account for pursuit selectivity. Several groups have tested the hypothesis that areas MT or MST could underlie pursuit selection. Ferrera and Lisberger (1997) found that most MT and MST neurons were not modulated by directional choice in a target-selection task, and concluded that the activity they observed probably could not account for pursuit selectivity. Wurtz (1999, 2000) found correlates between pursuit selectivity and MT/MST responses, but these modulations were largely confined to the situation where both targets were in a single receptive field. Selection between two distant objects is common, but the activity in MT/ MST could only weakly contribute to this phenomenon. These results, taken together, cast doubt on the hypothesis that areas MT or MST could account the directional selectivity of pursuit.
An alternate structure that could contribute to the selection of a pursuit direction is the frontal pursuit area (FPA). The FPA is located on the anterior bank and fundus of the arcuate sulcus, directly adjacent and posterior to the frontal eye fields. There are several reasons why the FPA is a likely candidate to underlie pursuit directional selection. First, neurons in this area exhibit strong directional selectivity during pursuit regardless of stimulus location (MacAvoy, Gottlieb, & Bruce, 1991; Tanaka & Lisberger, 2002b) . This selectivity is often complete; cells only fire for pursuit in their preferred direction. Second, disrupting activity in the FPA causes directionally selective impairments of pursuit. Lesions, transient inactivations, and transcranial magnetic stimulation of the area have been shown to decrease pursuit velocity and acceleration (Lynch, 1987; Shi, Friedman, & Bruce, 1998; Drew & Van Donkelaar, 2007) (Gagnon, Paus, Grosbras, Pike, & O'Driscoll, 2006; Keating, 1991 Keating, , 1993 MacAvoy et al., 1991) . Deficits tend to be more pronounced for pursuit ipsiversive to the lesion or inactivation. Stimulation of the FPA can elicit smooth pursuit eye movements from fixation. These evoked eye movements have short latencies, typically within 20-40 ms (Gottlieb, Bruce, & MacAvoy, 1993; Tanaka & Lisberger, 2002a) , and typically move the eyes towards the stimulated side.
Another reason to suspect that the FPA may be involved in directional selection for pursuit is its role in gain control. Subjects exhibit enhanced sensitivity to velocity changes during pursuit, and these changes in sensorimotor gain can be directionally specific (Keating & Pierre, 1996; Schwartz & Lisberger, 1994) . The gain of the pursuit system can also be increased by the expectation of upcoming pursuit (Keating & Pierre, 1996; Kodaka & Kawano, 2003; Tabata, Miura, & Kawano, 2005 Tabata, Miura, Taki, Matsuura, & Kawano, 2006) . There is reason to believe that the FPA might underlie these modulations of pursuit gain. Lisberger (2001, 2002a ) stimulated the FPA during small target velocity perturbations and found that the eye velocity responses to the perturbations were enhanced during FPA stimulation, similar to the enhancement observed during ongoing pursuit. In humans, transcranial magnetic stimulation of the frontal eye fields disrupts pursuit gain control (Nuding et al., 2009 ). More generally, the processes of target selection and gain control appear to be linked (Gardner & Lisberger, 2001 Lisberger, 1998) and in their concluding remarks, Tanaka and Lisberger (2001) suggested that the frontal pursuit area could be ''involved in voluntary functions, such as decision-making, or selection of targets". This untested hypothesis has persisted; in a recent effort to model the process of visuomotor selection, the FPA was granted the role of ''decision-making for smooth pursuit eye movements" (Srihasam, Bullock, & Grossberg, 2009 ).
This study explores the role of the FPA in pursuit selection and gain control. We first explicitly test the hypothesis that the FPA could be involved in target selection for pursuit. We recorded from single cells in the FPA while monkeys performed a two-alternative pursuit-choice task and determined when the neuronal activity discriminates target from distracter and thus could contribute to the selection process. Second, we explore a new facet of the claim that frontal pursuit area activity is important for setting the gain of pursuit. In particular, we analyze the substantial modulations that occur before the motor response has begun and ask how this elevation of activity might facilitate pursuit. Finally, we examine how these two properties, discrimination time and buildup activity, vary as a function of pre-established FPA neuronal subtypes.
Methods

Subjects and data acquisition
We collected data from two (J and T) adult rhesus monkeys (Macaca mulatta). Each monkey had a titanium chamber placed over the left frontal eye fields and frontal pursuit area; the chamber location was placed stereotaxically at coordinates determined by locating the arcuate sulcus in a high-resolution structural MRI. All experimental protocols for the monkeys were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee and complied with US Public Health Service policy on the humane care and use of laboratory animals.
The experiments were controlled by a computer using the Tempo software package (Reflective Computing), and a second computer running the Psychophysics Toolbox (Brainard, 1997; Pelli, 1997) of Matlab (MathWorks) acted as a server device for presenting the visual stimuli. Stimuli were presented with a video monitor (75 Hz; $20 pixels/deg) at a viewing distance of 41 cm. Eye movements were recorded using scleral search coils (Judge, Richmond, & Chu, 1980) and the electromagnetic induction technique (Fuchs & Robinson, 1966) using standard phase detector circuits (Riverbend Instruments). All data and events related to the onset of stimuli were stored on disk during the experiment (1 kHz sampling rate) for additional analysis.
Behavioral tasks
Our monkeys were presented with a display consisting of a small white spot (82 cd/m 2 ) over a uniform gray background (7 cd/m 2 ). Once they fixated this spot, an experimental trial began.
The target-selection task
The primary behavioral measure in all of our experiments was a target-selection task (Fig. 1A) . The task began with the monkey directing its gaze at a central fixation point. After a delay, the fixation point was briefly replaced by a color cue. The cue was a green or red isoluminant circular dot (19 cd/m 2 ). The subject had to remember the cue color, as it was soon replaced by the fixation point. After a variable delay, the fixation point was extinguished and the choice stimulus was displayed. At this point, the trial structure branched into three different conditions that were pseudorandomly interleaved.
The first possible condition was smooth pursuit target-selection, and typically comprised 50% of the total target-selection trials. In this condition, after the second fixation point disappeared, two choice stimuli appeared offset from fixation and moved in parallel but opposite directions towards the center of the screen. The axis of motion was tailored to match the preferred and anti-preferred directions of the cell. The speed of both stimuli was 16 deg/s. Their location was slightly perpendicularly offset from the fixation point Fig. 1 . Sequence and timing of trial events. (A) Target-selection task. Trials began with subjects directing gaze to a central fixation point. The fixation point transiently turned into a color cue. After a randomized delay, the fixation point was extinguished and the stimuli appeared. If the stimuli were moving (top panel), the monkey had to smoothly pursue the target that matched the color cue. If they were stationary (middle panel), the monkey had to make a saccade to the correct target. In the presence of a single-dot (bottom panel), the monkey was rewarded for pursuing the target. (B) Pursuit-only task. Trials began with subjects directing gaze to a central fixation point. After a randomized delay, a single target appeared and moved in a step-ramp fashion toward the fixation point. The monkey was rewarded for smoothly pursuing the target. so that they did not occlude each other as they passed the center of the display. The sizes of the steps were independently adjusted to minimize saccades, but they did not differ by more than 0.25°. The monkey's task was to smoothly pursue the stimulus that matched the color of the cue. The color identity and direction of motion of the correct stimulus was chosen pseudo-randomly on each trial. If the monkey failed to choose a stimulus or if its initial eye movement was a saccade, the trial was aborted and the monkey was given a timeout. The monkeys were given a grace period of 250 ms to enter the correct window. We trained the monkeys to minimize saccades during the first several hundred milliseconds of pursuit, so our recording data during pursuit initiation was saccade-free.
The second possible condition was saccade target-selection, and typically comprised 25% of the total target-selection trials. In this condition, after the second fixation point disappeared, two choice stimuli appeared offset from fixation and remained stationary. The sizes of the offsets were identical to the steps in the pursuit target-selection condition. The monkey was required to make a saccade to one of the two choice spots within 500 ms. The color identity and location of the correct stimulus was chosen pseudorandomly on each trial. If the monkey failed to choose a stimulus within this time period, or if the monkey failed to fixate the chosen stimulus for 500 ms, the trial was aborted.
The third possible condition was single-stimulus pursuit, and typically comprised 25% of the total trials in the target-selection block. This condition was only included for 65 of our 88 cells. After the second fixation point disappeared, only a single spot appeared and moved in a step-ramp fashion in one of the two potential directions. The color of the spot matched the color of the earlier cue. The stimulus speed was 16 deg/s, and the size of the step was adjusted to minimize catch-up saccades.
The unbalanced frequency of the different conditions in this task (50% pursuit target-selection, 25% saccade target-selection, 25% single-stimulus pursuit) was prompted by the need to obtain additional trials in the pursuit target-selection condition to compensate for the presence of error trials and to ensure that we had sufficient trials to support the ROC analyses of neuronal discrimination.
The pursuit-only task
In this task (Fig. 1B) , the monkey engaged exclusively in standard step-ramp pursuit (Rashbass, 1961) . After a random fixation interval of 500-1000 ms, the central fixation point disappeared and a white circular spot (luminance: 82 cd/m 2 ) appeared offset from fixation. The speed and step-size in this task were identical to the parameters used in the single-stimulus pursuit condition in the target-selection task. The direction of the stimulus was chosen pseudo-randomly on each trial, and the monkeys were required to stay within a 2°window of the target. The trials from this condition were run as a block of trials separate from the target-selection task so that we would have a data set that was more directly comparable to data from previous studies of pursuit-related activity in the FPA (e.g., Ono & Mustari, 2009 ).
Recording
We used tungsten microelectrodes with impedances of 0.9-3.0 MX to record extracellular action potentials of individual neurons in the frontal pursuit area. We probed the anterior bank and the fundus of the arcuate sulcus for neurons with pursuit-related responses. To confirm that we were in the FPA, we evoked pursuit at every recording site by microstimulating with currents less than 50 lA (MacAvoy et al., 1991) . Since FPA cells are directionally tuned, but the tuning tends to be randomly and uniformly distributed throughout the area (Gottlieb, MacAvoy, & Bruce, 1994 ; MacAvoy et al., 1991; Tanaka & Lisberger, 2002b), we used circular pursuit as a search stimulus to identify neurons with pursuit-related activity. In this task, after a brief fixation, the monkey pursued a small white dot which moved along a circular trajectory (radius: 4°) around the screen. Only well-isolated single-units that were held for the duration of the experiment were included in our population. After isolating a neuron, we first ran the monkey on a block of pursuit-only trials in the preferred and non-preferred directions, followed by the target-selection task.
Data analysis
Eye movement analysis
We detected saccades using velocity and acceleration criteria (Krauzlis & Miles, 1996) . During tracking, these thresholds were applied relative to the average eye velocity and acceleration to avoid erroneously flagging periods of smooth tracking with nonzero velocity as saccades (de Brouwer, Missal, Barnes, & Lefevre, 2002) . All detected saccades were manually verified. Pursuit trials with saccades within 200 ms of pursuit onset were excluded from all analyses. Saccades during ongoing pursuit were excised from velocity traces.
We measured latency on each pursuit trial by fitting a ''hinge" to the velocity data (Adler, Bala, & Krauzlis, 2002) . The hinge is a combination of two conjoined lines, one horizontal and the other angled to fit the initial portion of the pursuit response. We allowed the angle and placement of the hinge to vary to minimize the mean-squared error of the model's fit to the data. We then visually confirmed that the model had appropriately identified pursuit onset.
Single-neuron recordings
Acceptance pulses of spikes from isolated neurons were convolved with replicas of a post-synaptic potential and averaged to construct spike-density functions. We chose to use post-synaptic potentials instead of a Gaussian convolution because we were concerned with the precise timing and latency of our signals and Gaussian kernels extend the effect of each spike back in time.
ROC analysis
The time at which neural activity discriminated between target and distracter was determined with an analysis from signal detection theory (Green & Swets, 1966) comparing neuron-antineuron pairs (Britten, Shadlen, Newsome, & Movshon, 1992) . We calculated the area under the ROC curve comparing the firing rates for trials where the target moved in the preferred versus the non-preferred direction. To determine when this ROC area became significant, we constructed confidence intervals at each millisecond with a bootstrapped permutation test (Britten, Newsome, Shadlen, Celebrini, & Movshon, 1996; Horwitz & Newsome, 2001 ). We deemed the ROC signal significant when it crossed this confidence interval and remained above it for 100 ms.
To investigate the interplay between neural discrimination timing and pursuit latency, we followed the procedure of Thompson, Hanes, Bichot, and Schall (1996) and divided our data into quick, middle, and slow pursuit latency epochs. We then performed an ROC analysis on the firing rate signals in the preferred and nonpreferred direction for each of the three groups. In these analyses, our effective trial count was reduced by a factor of three. To obtain an accurate measurement of discrimination timing from noisier signals, we fit a cumulative Gaussian curve to the ROC area. When this cumulative Gaussian crossed a fixed ROC area of 0.75, we deemed it significant. This technique, which also follows Thompson et al. (1996) , produced more consistent, albeit more conservative, estimates of neural discrimination latencies. We could then compare the discrimination latencies in each group to the pursuit latency of that group. We performed this analysis with our data aligned both to the stimulus onset and pursuit onset.
In addition to measuring the latency of the discrimination of target and distracter, we also measured the discrimination time of the activity related to pursuit versus saccades. For this analysis, we collapsed our data across saccade directions, since none of our cells showed any selectivity for saccades based on direction. We used the same techniques as described above for calculating confidence intervals and discrimination latencies. We confined our analysis to pursuit in the preferred direction.
FPA neuron subtypes
Recent work has demonstrated that there exist physiologically separable types of FPA cells (Ono & Mustari, 2009 ). These categories can roughly be classified as acceleration-and velocity-driven neurons. For each of our cells, we fit the firing rate with a combination of eye acceleration, eye velocity, and eye position signals to determine what component of the eye movement most strongly correlated with the pattern of FPA spiking. We used mean firing rate data from pursuit in the preferred direction during targetselection pursuit trials to identify coefficients in the following model:
In the equation described above, FR(t) is the estimated value of the spike-density function at time t. A, B, C, and D are coefficients of the model. The value of t 1 can also vary and represents the latency of the neural response with respect to pursuit onset. We minimized the squared difference between the model and the experimental data by varying the four coefficients and the latency of the response. The goodness of fit was determined by calculating a coefficient of determination (CD) or the square of the cross-correlation coefficient between the firing rate and the estimated model. We then calculated partial r 2 values for acceleration, velocity, and position components. Thus, for each neuron we acquired acceleration, velocity, and position CDs that characterize their firing pattern relative to the subjects' eye movements. We note that this model is a simplified version of the model primarily used by Mustari and colleagues -it omits the retinal error signals. Although we acknowledge that some FPA cells do show responses to retinal input, we find that, for our data, the simplified model does a good job of categorizing firing rates as having or lacking an acceleration transient. We have tested our data with the extended model, which includes three additional error components, and the results were qualitatively similar. The overall fits were marginally improved, but we found that the contributions of the different components were more unpredictable, and did a slightly inferior job of segregating the rest of our data.
Statistical tests
Unless otherwise indicated, all statistical comparisons were made with a two-sided t-test. P-values less than 0.05 were considered significant.
Results
We recorded from 88 cells from two monkeys (J and T). We first describe the timing of neural discrimination of FPA neurons in the pursuit target-selection task. Second, we describe buildup of FPA neuron activity prior to pursuit onset and the behavioral correlates of this buildup activity. Finally, we describe how neural discrimination times and pre-pursuit buildups cluster with respect to neuronal subtype.
FPA direction discrimination does not substantially precede pursuit onset
Direction selectivity during pursuit is one of the most salient features of FPA neurons. We found that, during a target-selection task, the timing of FPA direction discrimination is roughly coincident with the onset of pursuit, as illustrated by an example neuron (Fig. 2) . We first marked the latency for each trial. This was done with a two-part hinge model, and visually confirmed for each trial. Next, we aligned the spike-density function to pursuit onset. The spike-density functions for pursuit trials in the preferred (solid trace) and non-preferred (dashed trace) directions are plotted in Fig. 2A . The cell began to increase its firing rate well before the onset of pursuit, but this elevation of activity was initially nonselective with respect to direction. This directionally nonselective increase in firing rate was a common property of many of our cells, as discussed below, and was followed by directionally selective activity related to the choice of pursuit motion.
To determine when the neuron discriminated the preferred from non-preferred direction, we used a receiver operating charac- teristic (ROC) analysis like that used in several previous studies (e.g., Britten et al., 1992 Britten et al., , 1996 Horwitz & Newsome, 2001 ) and briefly described in Methods. The neuron's directional discriminability was described by the ROC area at each millisecond (Fig. 2B) . The neuronal discrimination time was defined as the time point when the ROC area exceeded the 95% confidence interval (gray dashed lines) and remained above it for 100 ms, which occurred 2 ms before pursuit onset in the example cell.
The majority of our cells discriminated target from distracter coincident with or after the onset of pursuit. The median discrimination time across our sample of 88 neurons was 12 ms after the onset of pursuit (Fig. 2C) . A minority of neurons (33/88) had discrimination times prior to pursuit onset, and only four of the cells had discrimination times preceding pursuit onset by at least 20 ms. Another prominent feature of the distribution of discrimination times is the long tail containing neurons (14/88) that discriminated target from distracter more than 75 ms after pursuit onset. These neurons typically did not respond at all to pursuit until well after the onset of movement and were evidently not involved in determining the direction for pursuit.
We found a similar pattern of results in the discrimination latencies during the pursuit-only condition, as illustrated by an example neuron (Fig. 3A) during pursuit in the preferred (solid trace) and non-preferred direction (dashed trace) and the distribution of discrimination times from our sample of neurons (Fig. 3B) . Discrimination times in the pursuit-only condition were again tightly centered on pursuit onset (Fig. 3B) . The median discrimination latency was 9 ms after pursuit onset. Only one cell discriminated more than 20 ms prior to pursuit onset, and the majority of neurons (61/88) had discrimination times clustered within 20 ms of pursuit onset. Direction comparison of the discrimination times in the target-selection and the pursuit-only conditions (Fig. 3C ) showed no significant difference (p = 0.82). In both conditions, there was a distinct cluster of neurons that discriminated target from distracter direction within 20 ms of pursuit onset. Within this cluster, discrimination was as likely to happen after pursuit onset as before pursuit onset, casting doubt on the hypothesis that the neural discrimination of direction in these cells could be causally involved in choosing a pursuit direction.
Neural discrimination of direction was linked to the motor output
The distribution of discrimination times (Fig. 3C) indicates that FPA cells tended to discriminate target from distracter near the time of pursuit onset. This suggests that the discrimination of FPA neurons is related to the pursuit motor output and not the visual motion input. To test this, we determined whether neural discrimination times were fixed or variable relative to pursuit onset. If discrimination times were invariant with respect to pursuit latencies, it would be evidence that the FPA lies downstream of the presumed selection-related variability in eye movement reaction times (e.g., Thompson et al., 1996) .
Because it was impractical to assess when neurons discriminated the preferred from non-preferred direction on single trials, we adopted the approach of grouping our trials based on pursuit latency, following the technique used previously to study saccade target selection in the frontal eye fields (Thompson et al., 1996) . We exploited the variability of pursuit latencies in the target-selection task and divided trials into three groups: short, middle, and long latency trials. We then compared the average firing rates between pursuit in the preferred and non-preferred directions for each of the three groups. We calculated the ROC area from these paired data sets to determine how directional discrimination time varied with pursuit latency.
It is worth noting that we used a slightly different, more conservative estimate for discrimination latency in this analysis to compensate for the lower trial counts resulting from subdividing the data into three latency groups, as in Thompson et al. (1996) . We fit a cumulative Gaussian to the ROC area and measure when it crossed a fixed threshold (ROC area = 0.75). This yielded later absolute latencies than in the previous analysis, where we constructed confidence intervals for the ROC area. This analysis is more useful for comparing relative latencies between groups and less useful for assessing absolute discrimination latencies.
The results of this analysis applied to one FPA neuron show that discrimination time was fixed to pursuit onset (Fig. 4A , blue traces show data for preferred direction, red traces for non-preferred direction). When aligned to the onset of the visual motion, the firing rates from the quick pursuit latency trials (solid lines) diverged after 130 ms and the firing rates from the slow pursuit latency trials (dashed lines) diverged after 149 ms. Trials with mid-range pursuit latencies are excluded from this plot for clarity, but the neural discrimination time for those trials fell between the two extremes at 136 ms. On the other hand, when the firing rates were aligned to pursuit onset (Fig. 4D) , the neural discrimination times are within three milliseconds of each other. Thus, for this cell, the timing of neural discrimination was linked to the timing of the pursuit output, and not the timing of the visual input.
Many of the cells in our population showed a similar dependency of neural discrimination time on pursuit onset. We compared the discrimination latency with average pursuit latency for the three groups for each neuron. For the visual-onset aligned analysis (Fig. 4B) , there was a positive linear relationship between pursuit latency and discrimination time. We fit regression lines to each of these sets of three data points. The median slope of the regression fit was 0.69 (Fig. 4C) . On the other hand, when we compared pursuit latencies with discrimination times aligned to pursuit onset (Fig. 4E) , discrimination time did not vary much as a function of pursuit latency. These regression lines had a median slope of À0.17 (Fig. 4F) . Both of these trends are consistent with the interpretation that FPA cells discriminated target from distracter at times that were tightly coupled to the pursuit motor output.
Not all of our cells' discrimination times correlated with pursuit latency. We noted, though, that many of the outliers tended to have very late discrimination times. We have highlighted cells with average neural discrimination times less than the median in black (Fig. 4C and F) . The data from these cells form a tighter cluster than that from cells with longer latencies. There was a significant difference between the median slopes from the earlydiscriminating and the late-discriminating neurons, when the data were aligned to either visual onset (early: .9, late: 0.54 p < .01) or pursuit onset (early: À.07, late: À0.49, p < .01). Thus, it was primarily the neurons with discrimination times near pursuit onset that showed this dependency on pursuit latency.
Buildup activity in the frontal pursuit area
The previous section analyzed the timing and behavioral correlate of the discrimination of pursuit in the preferred direction from pursuit in the non-preferred direction in the frontal pursuit area. In addition, we noted that many of our cells showed significant modulations of activity prior to the directional discrimination (e.g., Fig. 2A ). We next address the properties of this buildup activity.
Buildup in the FPA is linked to the motion onset
We first tested whether the buildup activity was linked to the visual input or the motor output. We again took advantage of the natural variability in reaction times in the target-selection pursuit condition to probe the behavioral correlates of buildup activity. We first devised a way to identify the timing of the onset of buildup activity. We chose to use the discrimination of the firing rate during pursuit trials in the preferred direction from the firing rate during saccade trials as a proxy for the onset of buildup. Our cells showed no substantial response to saccades except a slight suppression of activity. The cells did not show any selectivity for saccade direction, so we collapsed our analysis across saccade trials. We excluded activity in the non-preferred direction for pursuit trials because their discrimination from saccade trials was transient and produced an ROC area that could not be well-fit with a cumulative Gaussian.
The results of this analysis applied to one FPA neuron suggested that discrimination time was related to the onset of the visual stimulus (Fig. 5A ). This figure illustrates the similar time course of buildup activity for trials with quick pursuit latencies (solid black) and slow pursuit latencies (dashed black). The quick, middle, and slow trials began to increase their activity after 110, 116, and 111 ms respectively. On the other hand, when the firing rates were aligned to pursuit onset (Fig. 5D) , buildup times were inversely correlated with pursuit latencies. Thus, for this cell, the timing of neural buildup was linked to the timing of the visual input and not the pursuit output.
The population analysis revealed a similar pattern of results. Aligned on the stimulus onset, the timing of the buildup tended to be invariant with respect to pursuit latency with a median slope of 0.15 ( Fig. 5B and C) . Aligned on eye movement, the timing of the buildup was earlier when pursuit latency was later (median slope: À0.67) (Fig. 5E and F) . This pattern of results is consistent with the proposition that the initial buildup of activity was primarily dependent on the visual input, contrary to the discrimination of pursuit direction, which was dependent on the pursuit output. There was no significant difference in this analysis between cells with early versus late discrimination times.
Buildup in the FPA was not strictly visual
The previous analysis suggested that the buildup of activity of FPA neurons might be driven by visual motion. However, we next describe results that show that the buildup activity was not a response to motion per se, but to the increased probability that the subject would be engaged in pursuit. Tanaka and Fukushima (1998) first reported buildup of activity in the frontal pursuit area in anticipation of motion onset, and we found similar modulations of activity. Prior to stimulus onset, FPA neurons exhibited much larger buildups of activity during the pursuit-only block (black traces, Fig. 6A ) compared to the target-selection block (colored traces, Fig. 6A ). However, in the target-selection pursuit condition, activity begins to buildup 75 ms prior to the onset of pursuit and nearly matches the activity in the pursuit-only block by the time of pursuit onset (Fig. 6B) . It is worth noting that this buildup of activity was initially directionally nonselective, but did not occur for saccade trials. FPA cells also elevated their activity prior to pursuit in the target-selection single-dot pursuit condition (Fig. 6C) , but only when the spot moved in the preferred direction. The buildup began later in this final plot because the single-dot pursuit latencies were shorter.
We have quantified the level of buildup for each cell in our population (Fig. 7) . We defined the ''buildup" of activity as the difference between activity in a 20-ms interval prior to motion onset or pursuit onset to a baseline period 1000-500 ms before the visual onset. The buildup of activity prior to motion onset was greater in the pursuit-only task than the target-selection task (Fig. 7A) . In this plot, the data were collapsed across the conditions in each task. On average, FPA cells emitted 10 spike/s more activity in the pursuitonly task. This difference was significant (p < 10
À5
). Interestingly, the cells that showed significantly greater target-selection buildup, with only two exceptions, were cells that actually show inhibition of activity prior to the onset of motion in the pursuit-only case.
Activity in the target-selection task and the pursuit-only task reached similar levels near pursuit onset (Fig. 7B) . Overall, there was no significant pre-motion difference between the buildup in the pursuit-only preferred condition and the target-selection preferred condition (p = 0.95). Although this suggests the presence of a fixed-activity threshold for pursuit, several observations indicate that this was not the case. First, many individual neurons showed preferences for either the target-selection condition or the pursuitonly condition. If there were a set threshold that each cell reached prior to pursuit onset, one would expect the firing rate prior to pursuit onset to be the same regardless of condition. Second, the prepursuit activity in the target-selection single-dot preferred condition was significantly less than the activity in the pursuit-only preferred condition (average difference 9.2 spikes/s, p < .001) (Fig. 7C) . If there was a set level of activity that triggered pursuit, the activity prior to pursuit onset should have been the same regardless of the task context.
The behavioral correlates of buildup activity in the frontal pursuit area
We next tested whether the degree of buildup activity was related to the metrics of pursuit eye movements. The pursuit-only condition produced higher firing rates (solid trace, Fig. 8A ) than the target-selection single-dot condition (dashed trace, Fig. 8A ) in FPA cells, despite the similarity in stimuli configuration between these two conditions. We found that this difference in activity correlated with a difference in pursuit metrics. The subjects' initial eye velocities were elevated in the pursuit-only task (solid trace, Fig. 8B ) relative to the target-selection single-dot condition (dashed trace, Fig. 8B ). This figure collapses across pursuit direction, although the results were the same if we confined our analysis to the preferred direction. We measured eye acceleration for the first 40 ms of the pursuit response, and found that the pursuit-only condition produced consistently (64/65) higher initial accelerations (Fig. 8C) . The median difference between the accelerations in the two conditions was 95 deg/s 2 , which was highly significant. These effects were still significant when we extended our analysis window to the first 100 ms of acceleration. In that case, 51 out of the 65 days showed significant differences in acceleration; the population also showed a significant difference of, on average, 23 deg/s 2 .
Next, we explored how variations in firing rate correlated with pursuit metrics within a single condition (Fig. 9) . We found that trials with higher accelerations were associated with higher firing rates. We used the pursuit-only task for this analysis. All illustrated data is from pursuit in the preferred direction. For every cell, we separated the trials based on whether they displayed initial acceleration greater or less than the median (Fig. 9A) . We found that trials with high-acceleration displayed elevated firing rates many hundreds of milliseconds before pursuit onset (Fig. 9B) . The difference in firing rates was sustained until approximately 50 ms after pursuit onset.
We quantified the difference in preferred direction firing rates in an interval from 150 to 100 ms before pursuit onset (Fig. 9C) . This interval was early enough not to be directly affected by pursuit. During this interval, the firing rate in high-acceleration trials averaged 3.2 spikes/s more than low-acceleration trials (p < 10
À4
). There was a small, non-significant trend towards lower firing rates for high-acceleration trials in the cell's non-preferred direction (difference: À0.74 spikes/s, p = 0.26, not pictured). 
Acceleration units had early discrimination times and pre-motion buildup
Our final analysis tested whether our measurements of discrimination times and buildup activity correlated with the subcategories of FPA cells (Ono & Mustari, 2009 ). Mustari and colleagues found that some FPA cells have a transient response that mimics eye acceleration, while other FPA cells have a more sustained response that correlates well with eye velocity.
We largely followed Ono and Mustari (2009) in identifying the relative contributions of velocity and acceleration to FPA responses ( Fig. 10A and B) . We deviated slightly from the technique of the Mustari lab by not using the retinal error components. Including these components gave qualitatively similar results, but the identification of acceleration units was less consistent. The example unit ( Fig. 10A and B) had a large transient of activity that was well-fit by the acceleration component and a maintained level of activity that was fit largely by the velocity component. The acceleration coefficient of determination (CD) for this example was 0.8 and the velocity CD was 0.74. The overall CD was 0.88.
Our modeling procedure produced good overall fits ( Fig. 10C ) with values in line with those found by Mustari and colleagues. The vast majority of our cells had large CDs for eye velocity; our median velocity CD was 0.85 (Fig. 10D) . This was expected, since most FPA neurons had elevated activity during sustained pursuit. Cells with low CDs for eye velocity tended to be very late responding cells that were fit best by the eye position parameter. The most robust segregator of our data was the presence or absence of an eye acceleration component. Our median acceleration CD was 0.25 (Fig. 10D) , and we found that differences in the eye acceleration CDs were correlated with differences in other aspects of our data.
We found that FPA neurons with a large eye acceleration component tended to discriminate target from distracter near pursuit onset and elevated their activity prior to motion onset (Fig. 11) . First, we compared the acceleration CD for each cell with the neural discrimination latency in the target-selection paradigm, and we found a significant inverse correlation (r = À0.437, p < 10 À4 ) (Fig. 11A) . We also compared the acceleration CD for each cell with the pre-motion buildup of activity in the pursuit-only condition and found a significant positive correlation (r = 0.284, p < .01) (Fig. 11B) .
Discussion
We recorded from single neurons in the frontal pursuit areas (FPA) of two monkeys as they engaged in a smooth pursuit discrimination task and, as a control, smooth pursuit of a single stimulus. FPA neurons increase their firing rate prior to pursuit onset and show directionally selective activity as the pursuit response begins. The manner and timing of these spiking modulations in different trial conditions implicates the FPA in priming the subject for pursuit and executing the behavior with a high gain, but our results indicate that FPA neurons are unlikely to be responsible for determining the direction of pursuit.
Frontal pursuit area unlikely to underlie target selection for pursuit
The most salient feature of the cells in the FPA is that they are highly directionally selective for pursuit. When the cells become selective, as a general rule, the firing rate on trials in the preferred direction begins to increase and the firing rate on trials in the nonpreferred direction begins to decrease. The timing of this directionally selective activity is tightly linked to the latency of the pursuit response; for many cells, especially cells that discriminated near pursuit onset, discrimination times were strongly linearly related to the onset of the eye movement.
Could the directional discrimination by FPA neurons determine the direction of pursuit? The FPA's proximity to the FEF and its established role in gain control suggested this area could be responsible for pursuit direction selection. However, our data provides evidence against this hypothesis. The vast majority of FPA cells do not discriminate target from distracter early enough to be responsible for the selection of the initial velocity output of pursuit. Fifty-five of the 88 cells we recorded (62.5%) did not distinguish between target and distracter until after the onset of pursuit. These neurons cannot contribute to the initial selection of a pursuit direction, because their firing rates were largely identical until after pursuit had already started.
Previous reports have found that stimulation of the FPA typically evokes smooth pursuit 20-40 ms after stimulation onset (Gottlieb et al., 1993; Tanaka & Lisberger, 2002a) . Our own stimulation results confirm this timing. Thus, it seems that signal conduction requires at least 20 ms to get from the frontal cortex and exert an effect on eye velocity. Only four of our 88 cells (4.5%) had neural discrimination times of more than 20 ms before the initiation of the eye movement in the target-selection task. These few cells may be accidental outliers, because in the pursuit-only block of trials they discriminated the preferred direction almost coincident with pursuit onset. Moreover, it would be surprising if such a small minority of cells were responsible for the subjects' selection of pursuit direction.
Could some of these cells nonetheless contribute to the selection of a pursuit direction? Our recording experiment does not wholly rule out the possibility. Indeed, microstimulation is a relatively crude tool that evokes eye movements via poorly understood mechanisms. It is possible that in natural behavioral conditions, when the system is primed and ready to deploy pursuit, a signal from the FPA could influence pursuit direction in less than 20 ms. Indeed, the response to microstimulation is slightly faster when the animal is actively pursuing, although the latency in that case is still at least 18 ms, with a median response time of 21 ms (Tanaka & Lisberger, 2002a) . There is also uncertainty and some degree of subjectivity inherent in our techniques for measuring neural discrimination times and pursuit latencies. To definitively settle the question, it will be necessary to conduct causal manipulations of FPA activity and assess whether pursuit selection is affected. Nonetheless, our present recording data cast serious doubt on the hypothesis that the FPA is responsible for pursuit selection.
If pursuit directional selection is not mediated by the FPA, then how is it accomplished? One possibility is that all selection could be inherently spatial. Although it is classically known for its role in saccade execution and selection, there is good evidence that the superior colliculus is involved in the selection of pursuit targets (Carello & Krauzlis, 2004; Krauzlis & Dill, 2002) . A second possibility is that the selection of a pursuit direction simply occurs elsewhere. For example, one possible candidate is the supplementary eye field (SEF). While the SEF seems less involved in setting the precise metrics of pursuit than the FPA (Tehovnik, Sommer, Chou, Slocum, & Schiller, 2000) , its activity strongly reflects predictions about upcoming pursuit directions (Heinen, 1995; Heinen & Liu, 1997) , and stimulating the SEF enhances the anticipatory pursuit response (Missal & Heinen, 2001 , 2004 . More recently, the SEF Fig. 7 . Analysis of buildup activity. For all plots, filled dots are statistically significant. (A) Pre-stimulus buildup of activity for target-selection versus pursuit-only conditions. Target-selection trials are collapsed across condition. All activity is collapsed across direction. Baseline is from 1000 to 500 ms prior to stimulus onset. Measurement interval is from 20 to 0 ms prior to stimulus onset. (B) Pre-pursuit buildup of activity for pursuit-only versus target-selection pursuit conditions. Only preferred direction is used. Baseline is from 1000 to 500 ms prior to stimulus onset. Measurement interval is from 20 to 0 ms prior to pursuit onset. (C) Pre-pursuit buildup of activity for pursuit-only versus target-selection single-dot conditions. Only preferred direction is used. Baseline is from 1000 to 500 ms prior to stimulus onset. Measurement interval is from 20 to 0 ms prior to pursuit onset.
has been shown to be necessary for the memory of visual motion and the decision-making process for pursuit in a delayed-response selection task (Shichinohe et al., 2009 ). Other candidate cortical areas include VIP, LIP, 7a, and FST, all of which contain directionally selective activity during pursuit (Bremmer, Distler, & Hoffmann, 1997; Erickson & Dow, 1989; Schlack, Hoffmann, & Bremmer, 2003) , but have not yet been tested in target-selection paradigms.
Buildup activity suggests a role for pursuit preparation
Some neurons in the FPA buildup their activity prior to motion onset (Ilg & Thier, 2008; Tanaka & Fukushima, 1998) , and this activity seems to be related to the expectation of pursuit. Our data provide additional evidence for this hypothesis. We found substantial differences in the timing of buildup depending on experimental condition. In the pursuit-only block of trials, when the monkeys presumably knew they would be engaging in pursuit, many FPA neurons exhibited substantial increases in activity prior to motion onset. In the target-selection block of trials, when the monkeys likely were less certain about the motor output, these same neurons exhibited much weaker buildup. On the subset of targetselection trials when the monkeys were eventually asked to pursue, FPA neurons rapidly and nonselectively increased their firing rate prior to the initiation of pursuit. This pre-pursuit buildup of activity was tightly linked to motion onset. This new phenomenon is strong additional evidence that buildup in FPA is caused by the expectation of pursuit.
What is the functional significance of this buildup of activity? One hypothesis is that FPA activity builds up to a threshold level that defines the trigger for pursuit, but this idea is contradicted by our results. FPA activity at pursuit onset in the target-selection single-dot condition is significantly lower than activity in the pursuit-only condition. Also, the level of buildup activity just prior to pursuit onset for each neuron differs depending on the experimental condition. Thus, it seems that the triggering of pursuit is not strictly linked to the level of activity in the FPA. This is consistent with our neural discrimination data, which casts doubt on the FPA as the site of the directional selection for pursuit. The most concrete explanation of FPA activity in the literature is that it sets the gain of pursuit (Tanaka & Lisberger, 2001 , 2002a ).
Our results confirm and extend this hypothesis. Two parallel lines of evidence in our data suggest that not only does the FPA modulate the gain during pursuit, it also prepares the gain of pursuit in the preferred direction prior to movement onset. First, we compared pursuit metrics from a condition with low buildup activity (target-selection single-dot) and a condition with high buildup activity (pursuit-only) and found that the latter condition was associated with a larger initial eye acceleration. Second, we found that within the pursuit-only task, trials with lower eye acceleration had less activity prior to and during pursuit onset. This latter effect was limited to pursuit in the preferred direction. These findings extend our understanding of the role of the FPA by suggesting that FPA neurons exert their influence before pursuit onset and even before the presence of visual motion. FPA neurons appear to preset the gain of the pursuit system in anticipation of the appearance of visual motion that the subject intends to track.
One unresolved point is whether the buildup of activity on FPA neurons is itself directionally selective. Tanaka and Fukushima (1998) concluded that the buildup of activity in the FPA was related to the expectation of pursuit generally, not pursuit in the preferred direction. In contrast, our results include two pieces of evidence that the buildup may be specifically related to the expectation of pursuit in the preferred direction. First, in the targetselection single-dot condition, there is only a pre-pursuit buildup of activity for trials in the preferred direction. If the activity were truly nonspecific, we would expect an initial nonselective elevation of activity. The second piece of evidence is that elevated activity only seems to facilitate pursuit in the preferred direction. Elevated activity in an FPA neuron has no effect on pursuit in the cell's nonpreferred direction. This is in line with the observation that stimulation of the frontal pursuit area during pursuit initiation primarily enhances eye velocity of pursuit ipsiversive to the stimulation site (Tanaka & Lisberger, 2002a) . Buildup activity also seems to be stronger prior to anticipatory pursuit in the preferred direction than the non-preferred direction (Ilg & Thier, 2008) . These findings are not conclusive, but they are sufficient to keep open the question of whether the buildup activity in FPA neurons facilitates pursuit generally or only in their preferred directions.
One final related point is that our results could account for the behavioral observation that subjects exhibit an increase in pursuit gain during fixation when they expect that they will be pursuing soon (Keating & Pierre, 1996; Kodaka & Kawano, 2003; Tabata et al., 2005 Tabata et al., , 2006 Tabata et al., , 2008 . In these experiments, the expectation of upcoming pursuit increases the gain of the pursuit system, similar to the increase in gain that is observed during pursuit itself (Schwartz & Lisberger, 1994) . We observe elevated pre-motion activity when pursuit is certain, and we find that this elevated activity is associated with higher initial pursuit accelerations. We consider it likely that this same activity is also responsible for the increased pursuit gain, as reported by responses to target perturbations, observed by other labs when subjects anticipate upcoming pursuit.
Acceleration cells tend to exert their effect near pursuit onset
Not all cells in the FPA appear to be involved in pursuit preparation; it is primarily acceleration-driven units that serve this function. One useful way of subdividing FPA cells is based on the presence or absence of an initial phasic burst of activity near the onset of pursuit (Ono & Mustari, 2009 ). Mustari and colleagues have characterized these cells as acceleration-driven units to distinguish them from velocity-driven units. The former category of cells projects preferentially to the NRTP in the pons, which also contains acceleration-dominated neurons. The latter group projects primarily to the DLPN, whose activity mirrors that of eye velocity (Ono, Das, Economides, & Mustari, 2005) .
We measured the contribution of eye acceleration to the firing rate of our FPA neurons and find that cells with stronger acceleration components tend to discriminate target from distracter relatively early, near pursuit onset. These are the same neurons whose discrimination times are tightly linked to the pursuit latency. Additionally, these acceleration units tend to have greater pre-motion buildups of activity. Thus, it seems that accelerationdriven units preferentially serve the functions of preparing the subject to pursue and facilitating the execution of pursuit at its onset.
Summary
The frontal pursuit area is a structure in the frontal cortex that contains neurons that are strongly directionally selective for pursuit. The area seems to be primarily involved in the motor output of pursuit, but the majority of its neurons do not discriminate the upcoming pursuit direction early enough to be causally involved in actually selecting the pursuit target. The neurons are also probably not responsible for triggering pursuit, as the onset of pursuit is independent of the absolute level of activity in the FPA. Rather, the area's output facilitates a higher-gain pursuit response to target motion. The frontal pursuit area seems to serve as a pillar of support for the execution of a rapid pursuit response. If the subject anticipates pursuit in the near future, FPA activity, especially those neurons with connections to the NRTP, increase their activity prior to the onset of pursuit, and this activity is related to the initial gain of the pursuit response. However, the frontal pursuit area is probably not responsible for the choice of pursuit direction or the decision of when to initiate the motor output.
